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Abstract
In late 2015 the ILRS developed a questionnaire that was
distributed to all ILRS stations at that time. The purpose of the
questionnaire was to assess the network’s future-plans, near-
and long-term. The tracking-load for the ILRS network is
expanding with a large influx of new GNSS satellites and new
LEO satellites with special requirements. Although this is

exciting, it comes with a challenge. In another ten years, we
could have more than one hundred GNSS and GEO
satellites; and this is also true of LEO satellites. GNSS
tracking will be a major topic for the coming decades.
The GNSS campaigns that we have conducted so far have
given us a baseline of expectations for the current network. It
is very unlikely that all stations will be able to track all the
satellites during the same period with sufficient data density to
satisfy every mission. We recognize that we need to

categorize different stations based on capabilities and
availabilities. There are simulations underway to try to
evaluate some options that might help us optimize our
tracking activities. These simulations depend of course on the
capabilities that we can expect from the stations in the future;
we are considering projections for 5 and 10 years into the
future. We understand that none of us can project with
certainty for the long term, but we would like to find out from
the stations what you think your situation will be.

This poster is an attempt to summarize the replies received to
date. It took several reminders until we received a credible
number of replies for the process to be considered
successful. We thank all the stations that took the time to
complete and return promptly the questionnaire and we hope
that those who did not yet do that, as well as the new stations
that recently joined the network, will do so in the near-future.
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As you know, the tracking-load for the ILRS network is expanding with a large influx of new GNSS satellites 
and a number of new LEO satellites with special requirements. We expect this trend to continue. This is 
exciting, more missions need us, but it comes with a challenge. In another 10 years, we could have as many as 
80 or 90 GNSS and GEO satellites; this is also true of LEO satellites. GNSS tracking will be a major topic at 
the ILRS Technical Workshop in Matera in October 2015.

1. Have you recently reviewed your online site log form?

        a. Is the information up to date? (Yes/No)

        b. Is any information missing? (Yes/No)

        c. Please review and ensure your log reflects the current station configuration, see: 
 http://ilrs.gsfc.nasa.gov/network/site_procedures/site_logs.html

The GNSS campaigns that we have conducted over the last several months have given us a baseline of 
expectation. It is very unlikely that all stations will be able to track all of the satellites during the same period 
with sufficient data density to satisfy every mission. We recognize that we need to categorize different stations 
based on capabilities and availabilities.

We are planning to have an activity underway to try to simulate some options that might help us optimize our 
tracking activity. This simulation activity depends of course on the capabilities that we can expect from the 
stations in the future; right now we are considering 5 and 10 years into the future. We understand that none of 
us can project with certainty for the long term, but we would like to get your ideas on what you think your 
situation will be.  We know what your systems are doing now. Please answer the following questions to the 
best of your ability.

2. What upgrades and replacements are you planning for your station (e.g., epoch timing system, 
telescope/mount, laser system, event timer/time interval counter, detector types, operational procedures, 
software, any other major change/additions)?

        a. In the next 5 years?

        b. In the next 10 years?

        c. Which of these changes are firm over the next 5 years?

3. With these upgrades and replacements, what improvement do you expect in LAGEOS and GNSS tracking 
performance in the following areas:

        a. data volume

        b. accuracy

        c. daylight tracking

        d. pass interleaving capability

        e. other

4. What additional upgrades would be most beneficial for your system, but no source of funding has been 
identified?

5. How many hours per day and days per week do you operate?

6. Do you expect operational hours to increase?

7. Can you quantify the following tracking changes from now into the future:

        a. hours per day:

        b. days per week:

        c. weekends:

8. Do you anticipate tracking automation in the future and if so in what areas?

9.  Do you expect daylight ranging performance to improve? Do you have any limitations to daylight GNSS 

ranging from the following?

        a. signal to noise ratio

        b. narrow band filter efficiency

        c. telescope pointing

        d. laser alignment

        e. laser energy

        f. laser beam divergence

        g. atmospheric conditions

        h. in-sky safety

10. Can you supply a table of mean monthly cloud cover (%) based on several years of weather data at your 

location (indicate the averaging time period)?

11. Currently, how quickly can your system switch tracking between GNSS satellites, during night and day?

12. What aircraft avoidance system is currently in use at your station?

        a. Do you expect to upgrade your aircraft avoidance system? If so, what will be used?

        b. Is there (or will there be in the next 5 years) an automated safety interlock system for aircraft avoidance?

13. Do you participate in the EUROSTAT program?

14. Does your station have the software and infrastructure to support restricted tracking (e.g., Go/NoGo flag)?

        a. Do you have the Go/NoGo flag already implemented?

        b. If currently not implemented, could you implement the Go/NoGo flag if required?

        c. Can this capability also support restrictions based on the following

                i. Elevation?

                ii. Transmitted laser power?

                iii. Mission requirements?

15. If the ILRS could coordinate satellite tracking schedules across the network, would your station be interested 

in participating in this centrally coordinated approach?

16. Since the most stringent requirements come from tracking GNSS targets, please specify your current GNSS 

tracking configuration in terms of:

        a. Diameter of the laser beam at the output of the telescope? (cm)

        b. Half-angle beam divergence at laser exit? (1/e^2 in microradians)

        c. Raw transmit-energy exiting the laser (in mJ)

        d. Transmit losses through the optics chain (%)

        e. Shape of the transmitted laser pulse (Gaussian?)

        f. Laser pulse repetition frequency (in Hz)

Questionnaire Version 2015.06.03

        g. Laser pulse duration (FWHM in ps)

        h. Detector model and jitter (in ps)

        i. Time interval unit or event timer resolution, stability, accuracy (in ps)

                i. resolution (ps)

                ii. stability (ps)

                iii. accuracy (ps)

Site ID
What upgrades and replacements are you planning for your station (e.g., epoch timing system, 
telescope/mount, laser system, event timer/time interval counter, detector types, operational 
procedures, software, any other major change/additions)?

Mendeleevo2 1874 We are in prosess of upgrating our station now. We are connecting our station wihh physical realization of UTC (SU), with 
Primary State Time and Freqency. Standard.

Riga 1884

"Currently under development: new telescope control system, installing encoders, new data processing software (upgrade from 
STC2008),
Planning (potential funding sources identified): new laser, cesium time and frequency base, receiver unit to maximize receiver 
channel efficiency"

Katzively 1893 Telescope's primary mirror recoating is #1 priority. Hope, we'll do it in late 2015. It's the only firm improvement.

McDonald Obs. 7080 laser

Beijing 7249 Not yet

Koganei 7308 Lasers, detector types and softwares. And Telescope

Koganei 7328 Lasers and softwares. And Telescope

Daedeok 7359 DAEK station will be replaced to SEJL (Sejon Laser station)

Hartebeesthoek 7501 event timer, SGSLR

Metsahovi 7806

1. The new system will be located in a new building and on a new pier close to the old one 2. New telescope: Cybioms corp. 
Bistatic 0.5m receive telescope and ~0.1m transmit telescope 3. New laser: HighQ 2kHz 532nm, 0.4mJ 4. New detector: C-
SPAD, Peso Consulting 5. Event timer: Riga A033-ET 6. New control software and range gate: SCOPE made by DiGos GmbH, 
software that controls all the electronics as well as the telescope 7. New post-processing software: as a part of SCOPE, software 
made in Riga and used also in Potsdam.

Shanghai 7821 laser system,operational procedures, software in the next 5 years

San Fernando 7821 We expect to acquire a new LSR with higger power (ns) for space debris tracking. If our rerequest succeeded the acquisition 
should be done along 2016.

Helwan 7831 New LRC instead of the Old LRE, with the coresponding softwares.

Herstmonceux 7840 No major upgrades planned. Improvements in daytime filters ongoing

Grasse (LLR) 7845 We plan to install an IR dectector and a new laser, to improve the pointing of the telescope and to caracterize the seiing on the 
plateau.

Site ID In the next 5 years? In the next 10 years? Which of these changes are firm over the next 5 years?
Golosiiv 1824 event timer, photodetector laser system photodetector
Simeiz 1873 laser system, software, new filter epoch timing, software software, new filter
Mendeleevo2 1874 productioning and montage new generation laser ranging station to make it work both 
Baikonur 1887 software of pointing
Arkhyz 1886 Software of pointing
Altay 1879 Software of pointing, Laser system The system overall on sub-mm system "Tochka" Software of pointing
Svetloe 1888 software, laser system, operational procedures time-interval counter, detector types software, laser system, operational procedures
Zelenchukskya 1889 software, laser system, operational procedures time-interval counter, detector types software, laser system, operational procedures
Komsomolsk-na-Amure 1868 Software of pointing, Laser system The system overall on sub-mm system "Tochka" Software of pointing
Badary 1890 software, laser system, operational procedures time-interval counter, detector types software, laser system, operational procedures
Irkutsk 1891 productioning and montage new generation laser ranging station to make it work both

Katzively 1893 Mostly repairs and what is possible to do ourselves on-site of spare parts not buying 
expensive equipment (including from overseas): minor upgrades; software, procedures. Telescope's primary mirror recoating

Apache Point 7045 absolute calibration system unsure absolute calibration system is budgetd/funded
McDonald Obs. 7080 new SGSLR planned in 2018 laser

Yarragadee 7090 Event timer; Servo upgrade; Controller/analysis PC upgrade; 10 or 20ppS for all 
targets; replacement MCP; mirror recoat

New NGSLR system ( within 10 years we hope) ; 
hopefully run existing MOBLAS system in parallel for as 
long as possible

ET with associated PC/software upgrade; servo upgrade

Greenbelt 7105 event timer, servo controller SGSLR (unfunded) event timer, servo controller
Monument Peak 7110 event timer unknown event timer
Haleakala 7119 event timer, second ground calibration target, New SGSLR station planned for 2019 event timer
Tahiti 7124 event timer Potentially new CNES system event timer

Changchun 7237 In the next 5 years, we are planning to upgrade GPS timer, detector types, event timer, 
pulse distripution, and software.

In the next 10 years, we are planning to upgrade laser 
system, GPS timer, detector types, event timer, and 
pulse distripution.

Detector types, event timer, GPS timer are firm over the next 5 years.

Beijing 7249 Maybe. According to the fund. Daylight oprational tracking; Have a large energy laser system to track 
debris; Intereste in using 1064&532nm laser to track objects.

Koganei 7308 Yes Telescope controller will be in 10 years. Laser and multiple reciever will be in one year Software change will be 
in 5 years.

Koganei 7328 Yes Telescope controller will be in 10 years. Laser will be in one year Software change will be in 5 years.

Tanegashima 7358 We are considering replacing all systems except for telescopes We are considering replacing all systems except for 
telescopes Nothing

Daedeok 7359

DAEK station in Daejeon, Korea was moved to the Sejon station in Sejong city, Korea. 
Sejong station was upgraded about the opto-electronic system (range gate 
generator) and operation system to enable 5kHz laser repetition rate based on DAEK 
station. KASI will register the Sejong site information soon.

KASI is currently under construction in new station, 
ARGO-F

Normal operation of Sejong station is expected to begin around 
September, 2015.

Sejong 7349 10 kHz laser ranging laser system with higher pulse energy and smaller 
pulse width operation software for automatic tracking

Arequipa 7403 mount refurbishment,T/R switch, event timer, add additional cal pier mount refurbishment, fixed T/R switch, event timer

San Juan 7406 Yes
Implement daylight tracking in 2106. Major change: epoch timing 
system, laser system, event timer/time interval counter, operational 
procedures, software

Hartebeesthoek 7501 event timer SGSLR (unfunded) event timer

Metsahovi 7806

1. New laser: our laser will exceed its lifetime within 5-10 years, so we'll need a 
replacement, we are also considering a possibility for a more powerful laser for HEO 
and space debris observations 2. New detector: SPAD for 1064nm for space debris 
observations 3. SPAD: spare SPAD for 532nm 4. Software update to allow space 
debris observations

The funding of none of the above is secure at the moment. However 
considering that the new kHz system is not yet finalized, this is not a 
major concern.

Zimmerwald 7810 new laser system, replacement of the Telescope DOS PC and Laser DOS PC with 
Linux PCs, cloud detection system, echo detection for 1064nm

Borowiec 7811 space debris laser (450 mJ), event timer, new transmitting telescope (20 cm), software new mount, new receiving telescope, kHz laser space debris laser (450 mJ), event timer, new transmitting telescope 
(20 cm), new software

San Fernando 7821 Software and install the event timer. Non

Mt. Stromlo 7825
Software upgrades that support/improve system automation, including automatic 
tracking and post-processing.  Development of techniques to automatically optimise 
tracking activities and schedule generation.  Possible installation of a new event timer.

Telescope primary mirror re-coating.

Helwan 7831
Helwan 7831
Wettzell 7827 425nm detection channel, further automation 425nm detection channel, further automation
Simosato 7838 No plan No plan No plan

Graz 7839
"- Automatic light curve recording of debris, parallel to SLR; - New laser dedicated to 
space debris; - IR ranging to space debris, using dedicated SPADs; - Setup of a Quasi-
Local Multistatic Debris Laser Ranging Assembly; - ???"

All of the above

Herstmonceux 7840 No major upgrades planned No major upgrades planned, beyond replacement for 
failures

Grasse (LLR) 7845 We plan to install an IR dectection, to improve the pointing of the telescope and to 
caracterize the seiing.

Stafford 7865 Finish kHz ranging system. Investigating other hardware upgrades: detectors, 
lasers, timing No. Awaiting funding.

Matera (MLRO) 7941 KHz laser, software, additional SPAD detectors space debris laser all

Wettzell (WLRS) 8834 delay control, unified target (local target, common to all measurement techniques, IR 
detektor, new event timer automation maybe all

Site ID accuracy daylight tracking pass interleaving capability other
Golosiiv 1824 Yes may be No
Simeiz 1873 laser system, epoch timing filter, software,epoch timing software
Mendeleevo2 1874 we hope yes may be time transfer
Baikonur 1887 Yes
Arkhyz 1886 Yes
Altay 1879 Sub mm Yes Yes
Svetloe 1888 Yes Yes Yes
Zelenchukskya 1889 No No No
Komsomolsk-na-
Amure 1868 Sub mm Yes Yes

Badary 1890 Yes Yes Yes
Irkutsk 1891 we hope Yes may be time transfer
Katzively 1893 No No No
Apache Point 7045 Yes
McDonald Obs. 7080 may not be significant improvement is likely improvement is very likely

Yarragadee 7090 significant increase due to ET over old 5370B slight increase due to ease of daylight 
acquisition at 10 or 20 pps

increase if new software can handle log files with seconds in 
filenaming - we are currently limited to one segment per target per 
minuteincrease if new software can handle log files with seconds in 
filenaming - we are currently limited to one segment per target per 
minute

Greenbelt 7105 significant moderate moderate less downtime
Monument Peak 7110 same same same

Haleakala 7119 event timer should bring significant 
improvement overall modest improvement is likely significant improvement is likely less downtime

Tahiti 7124 significant moderate moderate less downtime
Beijing 7249 First Second Third
Koganei 7308 Yes Yes Yes

Tanegashima 7358 The same performance/capability can be 
maintained

We will have a capability of daylight tracking 
but will perform only nighttime tracking. The same performance/capability can be maintained Nothing

Daedeok 7359 It is better than ever. Currently available only during the day 
observation It is expected to obtain a more observational pass

Sejong 7349 Yes. due to smaller pulse width Yes. due to higher pulse energy More pass is exepected due to automated tracking capability More accurate spin dynamics due to the higher repetition rate

Arequipa 7403 event timer should bring significant 
improvement overall modest improvement is likely significant improvement is likely less downtime

San Juan 7406 Yes Yes
Hartebeesthoek 7501 significant significant significant less downtime

Metsahovi 7806 Major improvement, any values TBC
Major improvement, daylight tracking was not 
possible with the old system, now it should 
become a routine at least for "easier" targets

Major improvement, new and much faster telescope, laser and 
control software enable much faster interleaving

Zimmerwald 7810 lower single shot RMS

Borowiec 7811 No (it was 15-20 mm, our goal is 10 mm) Only with new receiving telescope (new 
telescope mount) Yes (max. 1 min.) event timer for GNSS

Kunming 7820 Yes Yes Yes
Shanghai 7821 Yes Yes

San Fernando 7821 We expect improve it by using the event timer. Any improvement are expected, although we 
have the possibility of daylight tracking.

Mt.	Stromlo 7825 Improving accuracy would be the reason for 
installing any new event timer.

We believe that automated tracking optimisation techniques will 
significantly improve pass interleaving capability.

Helwan 7831

with the previous modification, i expect no 
change with the accuracy of the 
measuremnts. Anyhow, we sometimes reach 
to 10 mm

No are posiblle

Graz 7839 No major improvement expected; main 
concern on stability

No big improvement expected; works already 
well

Slight improvements still possible, but works already close to 
perfect

Herstmonceux 7840 Filter improvements will increase daytime 
capability

Stafford 7865 increased accuracy already capable yes near real-time analysis
Matera (MLRO) 7941 non 50% 50%
Wettzell (WLRS) 8834 yes, very important to us we have no restrictions already existing interleaving capability time transfer capability

Site ID What additional upgrades would be most beneficial for your system, but no source of funding has 
been identified?

Golosiiv 1824 laser system and receiver
Simeiz 1873 epoch timing
Mendeleevo2 1874 to exchange some key parts by more modern, precise and robust

Riga 1884 New building for telescope, existing one was built for SBG camera in 1969, with sliding roof and very low ceiling, which seriously 
affects maintenance and poor temperature control.

Baikonur 1887 Laser system
Arkhyz 1886 Laser system
Irkutsk 1891 to exchange some key parts by more modern, precise and robust

Katzively 1893
Modern ps laser {volume, accuracy}; photodetector (MCP PMT maybe) {accuracy}; event timer {accuracy, volume (for GNSS and 
GSO)}; angular encoders, narrow filter {daylight operations}; atomic clock. Looks like we need a new station

Apache Point 7045 N.A.
McDonald Obs. 7080 N.A.
Yarragadee 7090 Fixed housing with shutter dome to minimize weather downtime.
Greenbelt 7105 laser rep rate increase
Monument Peak 7110 unknown
Haleakala 7119 laser rep rate increase
Changchun 7237 laser system, detector types and GPS timer.
Beijing 7249 Have a large energy laser system to track debris; Intereste in using 1064&532nm laser to track objects.
Koganei 7308 Funding source is always the matter. New laser and detector is already funded.
Koganei 7328 Funding source is always the matter.
Tanegashima 7358 Nothing
Daedeok 7359 laser system
Sejong 7349 laser system
San Juan 7406 No
Brasilia 7407 Laser system
Metsahovi 7806 A more powerful laser for space debris and HEO observations.
Zimmerwald 7810 possibility to switch between 2 laser systems
Borowiec 7811 A new telescope, definitely !!!
San Fernando 7821 Mainly the mount.
Mt.	Stromlo 7825 This will be subject to discussions between EOSSS and GA.
Graz 7839 No technical upgrade; main problem is the available man power (we would need more people....)
Grasse (LLR) 7845 A new laser.
Matera (MLRO) 7941 space debris laser
Wettzell (WLRS) 8834 airspace safety

Site ID How many hours per day and days per week do you operate?
Golosiiv 1824 night time 7 days per week
Simeiz 1873 7-12 hours per days, 7 days per week
Mendeleevo2 1874 from 3 to 16 hours per day, from 1 to 7 days per week according to the weather
Riga 1884
Baikonur 1887 10 hours, 7 days
Arkhyz 1886 10 hours, 7 days
Altay 1879 10 hours, 7 days
Svetloe 1888 20 hours per day, 7 days per week
Zelenchukskya 1889 20 hours per day, 7 days per week
Komsomolsk-na-Amure 1868 10 hours, 7 days
Badary 1890 20 hours per day, 7 days per week
Irkutsk 1891 from 3 to 16 hours per day, from 1 to 7 days per week according to the weather
Katzively 1893 5---15 hrs/day, 7 days/week Every night from dusk till dawn
Apache Point 7045 average 6 hours per month
McDonald Obs. 7080 10 hrs x 7
Yarragadee 7090 24 hours per day, 7 days per week
Greenbelt 7105 24 hours per day, 5 days per week
Monument Peak 7110 16 hours per day, 5 days per week
Haleakala 7119 8hrs X 8 shifts (one day per week has two shifts)
Tahiti 7124 2 shifts x 4 days
Changchun 7237 24 hours per day, 7 days per week
Beijing 7249 Recently only night, every day

Koganei 7308 Currently no routine observation (quarantine state) due to system change but after quarantine state, only twice a 
week in season at night would be the maximum.

Koganei 7328 Currently no routine observation due to other project
Tanegashima 7358 8 hours per day, 5 days per week
Daedeok 7359 24 hours if observations are available (SEJL station is expected to be operational at all times)
Sejong 7349 at all times. Operator will be always ready for laser ranging
Arequipa 7403 120 hours/week includes one or two saturday shifts in good weather
San Juan 7406 Now 10 hours per day and 7days per week�18 hours per day and 7 days per week next year
Brasilia 7407 24 hours per day, 7 days per week
Hartebeesthoek 7501 16 hours per day, 5 days per week

Metsahovi 7806
At the moment we don't have an operational system. In the future we aim to observe when the weather is good at 
least during five days per week 5-10 hours per day, the weather sets the biggest limiting factor for our observing 
time.

Zimmerwald 7810 24 hours per day, 7 days per week
Borowiec 7811 5 days a week (from 3 hours in June to 14 hours in December)
San Fernando 7821 Currently only night, althuogh we can operate 24h/day, to save components live.
Mt.	Stromlo 7825 24 hours per day, 7 days per week
Helwan 7831 if the system ready, we may reach to 4 hours a day 5 days a week

Wettzell 7827 Station is still in engineering status.Since there is an operator required we won't achieve more than 8 hours per day 
for 5 days a week

Simosato 7838 15 hours per day, 5 days per week
Graz 7839 "About 20 h/day, 7 days/week; except no daylight ranging on weekend..."
Herstmonceux 7840 Approx 18 hours, 7 days
Grasse (LLR) 7845 24 hours per day, 7 days per week
Stafford 7865 variable -- depends on sponsor funding
Matera (MLRO) 7941 24 hours per day, 7 days per week
Wettzell (WLRS) 8834 24 hours per day, 7 days per week

Site ID Can you supply a table of mean monthly cloud cover (%) based on several years of weather 
data at your location (indicate the averaging time period)? Currently, how quickly can your system switch tracking between GNSS satellites, during night and day?

Golosiiv 1824 we have more than 30% a good days in year less than 5 min. (only night)
Simeiz 1873 No
Mendeleevo2 1874 about 100 working days per year not need in switching
Baikonur 1887 5 - 7 minutes
Arkhyz 1886 5 - 7 min.

Altay 1879
"Table of mean monthly cloud cover (%) based on more than 20 years (Optimistic scenario - all days 
with cloud cover 0 - 2
points and 1/2 days with cloudy 3 - 7 points) Month Jan-Dec,  Aver/year:

Up to 5 minutes in automatic mode because of the need to calibrate the pointing system in the daytime. Up to two 
minutes in manual mode at night

Svetloe 1888 Month Jan-Dec: 87 90 84 73 55 53 37 52 57 74 83 94 We can switch the system in 2 minutes at night and in 5 to 10 minutes at day (at daytime we need suitably bright stars 
along the track)

Zelenchukskya 1889 Month Jan-Dec: 56 45 56 45 45 26 26 23 33 26 33 37 We can switch the system in 2 minutes at night and in 5 to 10 minutes at day (at daytime we need suitably bright stars 
along the track)

Komsomolsk-na-
Amure 1868

Table of mean monthly cloud cover (%) based on more than 30 years (Optimistic scenario - all days 
with cloud cover 0 - 2 points and 1/2 days with cloudy 3 - 7 points) Month Jan-Dec, Aver/year:    %     
58   50   55   63    68   67   67  68    70   58  53   52         61

Up to 5 minutes in automatic mode because of the need to calibrate the pointing system in the daytime. Up to two 
minutes in manual mode at night

Badary 1890 Month Jan-Dec: 53 55 52 52 41 37 29 39 40 40 63 67 We can switch the system in 2 minutes at night and in 5 to 10 minutes at day (at daytime we need suitably bright stars 
along the track)

Irkutsk 1891 about 100 working days per year not need in switching

Katzively 1893 Approximate (±10% maybe) average nighttime cloudness since Feb 01, 2005 until Jan 31, 2015. 
Jan/60, Feb/60, Mar/50, Apr/45, May/35, Jun/25, Jul/10, Aug/10, Sep/20, Oct/30, Nov/50, Dec/60.

"Nighttime: 1---3 minutes
Daytime: N.A."

Apache Point 7045 40% loss to weather N.A.
McDonald Obs. 7080 yes minute or more depending on acquisition
Yarragadee 7090 graph to right shows cloudy days avg for closest met stations. years 1944-2010. about 30s at night. Acquisition can take a minute or more in daylight.
Greenbelt 7105 60 seconds
Monument Peak 7110 No Depending on the weather, clear weather quickly within minutes, day very difficult

Haleakala 7119
Mean monthly distribution of whole-sky cloud conditions at the Haleakala site over five years, 
"CLEAR" (black). "THIN -PARTIAL"(gray),"MEDIUM" (light gray),"CLOUDY" (white), and "RAINY" 
(white). (From "The Infrared Cloud Monitor for the MAGNUM Robotic Telescope at Haleakala". 

N.A.

Tahiti 7124 60 sec
Changchun 7237 No In realtime (maybe less than 10 seconds).
Beijing 7249 No Normally we track one GNSS satellite about 20-30min, then change to another.

Koganei 7308 "Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
   %     60   50   40   40    40   10  10  30    20   50  60   60 " Currently no GNSS at daylight

Koganei 7328 "Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
   %     60   50   40   40    40   10  10  30    20   50  60   60 "

Tanegashima 7358 We don't have a capability to measure cloud cover rate. about 2 minutes
Daedeok 7359 No Night only. 
Sejong 7349 No Night only
Arequipa 7403 N.A.
San Juan 7406 No

Brasilia 7407 Up to 5 minutes in automatic mode because of the need to calibrate the pointing system in the daytime. Up to two 
minutes in manual mode at night

Hartebeesthoek 7501 60 sec

Metsahovi 7806
Unfortunately we don't have this data for several years. For the last year and a half we have a partial 
weather data coverage, as we are still testing our cloud sensor. And some historical data can be 
recovered for the nearby national meterological stations. This data will become available during the 

TBC

Zimmerwald 7810 within 15 seconds
Borowiec 7811 more or less 33 % per one year (from 1992 to 2002) several minutes
Kunming 7820 Yes
Shanghai 7821 yes, we can
San Fernando 7821 Ye we could, at least for the last five years. In the worse case 2 minutes, limited by the movement opf the dome.
Mt.	Stromlo 7825 Monthly average of total cloud cover/overcast over 7 years: Jan-Dec  64, 53, 43, 41, 28, 40, 36, 32, 

26, 34, 44 ,46 10-20 seconds
Wettzell 7827 No less than 40 seconds
Simosato 7838 Yes We do not use a switch.

Graz 7839 No. However, our statistics tells us that we can range (at least ONE pass) at 250 days of a year; fog 
periods in winter;

"Night: 30"" - 40"" (depending on SAT / Retro type);
Day: 70"" - 120"" (depending on SAT / Retro type)"

Grasse (LLR) 7845 No No difference between day and night.
Stafford 7865 Cloud cover not logged. A matter of seconds.

Matera (MLRO) 7941
Monthly mean based on 2012-2014 input data
Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
56% 64% 51% 56% 48% 25% 21% 16% 39% 41% 61% 45%

30 secs, both for night and day

Wettzell (WLRS) 8834 we don't have detailed record, we would judge approx 60% 0 sec

Site ID What aircraft avoidance system is currently in use at your station? Do you expect to upgrade your aircraft 
avoidance system? If so, what will be used?

Is there (or will there be in the next 5 years) an automated safety 
interlock system for aircraft avoidance?

Golosiiv 1824 No this system It not so important for our station No
Simeiz 1873 NO
Mendeleevo2 1874 ADS-B Yes Yes
Riga 1884
Baikonur 1887 No will be installed
Arkhyz 1886 No will be installed
Altay 1879 No
Svetloe 1888 The aircraft avoidance system is not used at the station We do not expect There is no any interlock system
Zelenchukskya 1889 The aircraft avoidance system is not used at the station We do not expect There is no any interlock system
Komsomolsk-na-Amure 1868 TV system for aircraft avoidance
Badary 1890 The aircraft avoidance system is not used at the station We do not expect There is no any interlock system
Irkutsk 1891 ADS-B Yes Yes
Katzively 1893 No automation, observer checks visually Not of the top priority Now it's absent. It is possible to implement laser interlock in future.

Apache Point 7045 TBAD: transponder-based aircraft detector minor firmware upgrades, possible dual-band 
upgrade

yes: fully automated

McDonald Obs. 7080 radar No Yes
Yarragadee 7090 Controlled airspace. HTSI Radar slaved to laser interlock. We are looking at the system as used at APOLLO. Yes
Greenbelt 7105 radar, camera TBAD system will be tested yes
Monument Peak 7110 radar, tv monitor No No

Haleakala 7119 plane spotter testing the TBAD (transponder based system) soon 
at Greenbelt

not now, potentially with TBAD

Tahiti 7124 radar, camera No Yes
Changchun 7237 We have no aircraft avoidance system, and wo do expect one. Yes, we do expect the aircraft avoidance system.
Beijing 7249 Not yet. Not in our currently plan No
Koganei 7308 Aircraft radar and visual check by wideview camera Looking for it. Not planed.
Koganei 7328 visual check by wideview camera Looking for it. Not planed.

Tanegashima 7358 Radar system manufactured by Honeywell Technology Solutions Inc. No Our rader system has a function to stop the laser radiation 
automatically.

Daedeok 7359 DAEK and SEJL use the LHRS(Laser Hazard Reduction System) with 
Radar.

No Currently, LHRS has automated safety interlock system

Sejong 7349 LHRS (Laser Hazard Reduction System) with Radar No Currently, LHRS has automated safety interlock system
Arequipa 7403 plane spotter Not planned Not planned
San Juan 7406 No No
Brasilia 7407 Automated aircraft avoidence TV-system
Hartebeesthoek 7501 radar, camera No Yes

Metsahovi 7806

Due to nearby VLBI radio antenna we cannot use active radar. We are using 
a combination of passive ADS-B receiver (AirNav radarbox) and an allsky 
camera, with this solution we are able to avoid all commercial aircrafts in the 
vicinity. Negotiations are currently ongoing with the National aviation 
authorities whether other avoidance requirements are required for, e.g., 
small aircraft (Metsähovi is under a partially restricted airspace).

We are planning to add a video camera on top of the 
telescope to add additional visual feed from the 
direction of the telescope. In addition we are 
negotiating with aviation authorities about receiving 
actual real time flight information from the nearby 
airport and radar stations.

At the moment we don't have an automatic system, but we are 
planning to incorporate one in the future.

Zimmerwald 7810 Internet connection to Skyguide (Swiss flight control), ADS-B, FLARM No already installed
Borowiec 7811 visual control Yes, definitely, optical or radar Yes
Kunming 7820 now, we have not such system No Yes
Shanghai 7821 trx-1500 No Yes
San Fernando 7821 Visual by video camera, manually (opertor). We are working on image processing. None
Mt.	Stromlo 7825 Lidar, ADSB transponder, IR camera Not likely Yes
Wettzell 7827 ADSB and Aircraft Safety LIDAR Yes
Simosato 7838 Visual, air craft avoidance system by the ADS-B No No
Graz 7839 ADS-B; FLARM No Already operational

Grasse (LLR) 7845 ADS-B radar and wild feld camera We plan to test the system developped in Wettzell 
(low energy ring laser).

We hope

Stafford 7865 HTSI Laser Hazard Reduction System (LHRS) radar and interlock system Yes. Do not yet know. Yes
Matera (MLRO) 7941 Laser Reduction Hazard System and AirNav SW as a backup tool No Yes

Wettzell (WLRS) 8834
ADSB, DFS(Radarstream from German air traffic control), Radar, Lidar 
(under test), elevation restrictions to 20 deg, VIS-and IR camera, emergancy 
shut off

including Lidar there is one existant


